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Abstract. For power system real-time data capacity is large, and the actual storage space is limited. 
This paper proposes a real-time data compression method based on wavelet transform. This method 
compress and decompress real-time data in power system through compactly supported orthonormal 
wavelet. The results show that this method achieves compression of the original data. It is possible to 
obtain a higher compression ratio and shorter compression time, and it is an effective real-time data 
compression method. 

Introduction 
With the development of automation and intelligent in power system, the real-time data is growing 

fast in electricity production. In order to improve production efficiency and optimize the operation, it 
must integrate a variety of real-time data. It is necessary to effectively save vast amounts of time 
series data formed many years, then power enterprise can use these data for analysis, mining and 
forecasting. The data in electricity production process is collected by various types of sensors, so it is 
dynamic. It is unrealistic to save the data in the form of raw data for long term, because the data 
collected by many sensors refresh fast, it is very large. So the study of data compression method suit 
for engineering applications and actual demand has become the urgent needs in power system[1-4].  

Now the popular lossy compression algorithm are boxcar - backward slope method, revolving 
door compression algorithm and PLOT method[5-7]. Revolving door compression algorithm is more 
popular, it also knows as parallelogram algorithm. Overall, it is a linear trend compression algorithm, 
and its essence is to fit a series of consecutive data points by a determined straight line. 

For specific data, this algorithm can find out the longest straight line trend as much as in a 
predetermined maximum allowable error range, that trend can be determined by the last two points, 
all points in the middle are discarded, so as to achieve the purpose of data compression [8]. 

Revolving door compression algorithm is relatively efficient in dealing with most real-time data 
channels, especially for the steady-state environment (without interference) can achieve very high 
compression ratio [9]. But the defect of this algorithm is also very obvious. Therefore, this article 
attempts to propose a compression method suitable for historical data which can efficiently compress 
steady and unsteady historical data and also can fast storage and access this data[10]. 

This paper proposes a time series data compression method based on wavelet transform. First, it 
processes time series data through wavelet decomposition technology, then abandons wavelet 
coefficients which have smaller mold through setting the threshold value, and then designs a compact 
compression to storage data after conversion. 

 Wavelet Transform Algorithm 
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Define ψ (t) as a basic wavelet or mother wavelet. Scale and translate the generating function ψ (t), 

it can get a wavelet sequence. For continuous case, wavelet sequence is: 
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Wherein a is a stretch factor, b is the translation factor. 
In the case of discrete, wavelet sequence is: 
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Binary wavelet is used commonly. Binary Wavelet signal has a zoon effect for signal analysis. 

Assuming there is a magnification 2-j, and it corresponds to a certain part of the observed signal. If 
want to watch smaller details of the signal, can increase the magnification the same as decreases the 
value of j. conversely, if want to understand the content of signal more coarse, increase j value. 

Time Series Data Compression Based on Wavelet Transform 
The time series data compression method based on wavelet transform reserves wavelet 

approximation coefficients, then retains the wavelet detail coefficients with a larger modulus value 
through setting the threshold, and discards the detail coefficients with smaller modulus value 
corresponding the noise and redundant information, in order to achieve the original data compression. 

Specific compression process is as follows: 
Collect real-time data, save data into the historical data buffer queue according to the time order. 
Determine buffer data: setting a limit value of the amount of data to be processed, compare the 

amount of historical data obtained from the history buffer queue with the limits, if exceed the limit, 
then convert the historical data by wavelet transform, otherwise, continue to obtain historical data 
from the historical data buffer queue. 

Wavelet transform: convert reorganization series data by Daubechies 10 wavelet transform, 
Daubechies is compactly supported cross wavelet, has a good effect. 

Threshold treatment: use pre-set threshold, if detail coefficient is less than the threshold value after 
wavelet transform then set it to 0,  

If  the details of the wavelet transform coefficients of the coefficient is less than the threshold 
value is set to 0, as follows: 

COEF 1 0 COEF 3 COEF 4 0 COEF 
6 

COEF 7 0 0 0 COEF 
11 

0 0 0 COEF 
15 

0 
 

… 

Data storage: the data processed by the above-mentioned threshold is jointly represented by the 
flag and the data bits, and stored in the file system, as follows: 

Flag 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 … 

 
 

Data bits 
COEF 
1 

0 COEF 
3 

COEF 
4 

0 COEF 
6 

COEF 
7 

0 0 0 COEF 
11 

0 0 0 COEF 
15 

0 
 

… 

   Because determine whether a data is 0 simply needs a bit, so the number of time-series data for 
each wavelet transform is an integer multiple of 8. As time series data in power system changes more 
laws, accordingly detail coefficients are relatively close to zero. So ideally a 4 bytes of raw data just 
use 1bit to save, the data compression rate can be accessible 32: 1. 

Data decompression: Reads the flag bits and data bits from the file system, and read the details 
from the data bits and fill factor according to the position 1 in flag, form a group detail coefficients as 
shown below: 

COEF 
1 

0 COEF 3 COEF 
4 

0 COEF 
6 

COEF 7 0 0 0 COEF 11 0 0 0 COEF 
15 

0 
 

… 

Then process data through wavelet transform according to this group of coefficients, and it can get 
the data after compression.  

This compression method belongs lossy compression algorithm, because there is noise in the data 
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acquisition system itself, the substance of wavelet compression and wavelet denoising is same, so for 
processing applications in the compressed data, these compression errors do not have a big impact. Or 
in a sense, this algorithm can remove the noise effectively, and make data to be closer to the original 
data. 

Experimental results 
The following are some examples of power system measurement real-time data for compression 

which adopting Daubechies 10 wavelet method. the data quantity is about 1024. 
With the wavelet transformation, it get the detailed coefficient as below: 

 
Fig.1 the wavelet coefficient of Daubechies 10 

wavelet 

 
Fig.2 the compress ratio with the data error is 

0.001 
From the diagram, the most coefficients is 0 or close to 0, if the accuracy of the data error is 0.001, 

then the compress ratio is 0.4. 
If  the accuracy of the data error is 0.01, then the compress ratio is 0.95. As show Fig3. 

  
Fig.3 the compress ratio with the data error is 

0.01 

 
Fig.4 the compress ratio of jitter data with the 

data error is 0.001 

If we do the experiment with jitter data, With the same accuracy of data error of 0.01, the compress 
ratio of irregular data is lower than the regular one whose compress ratio is 0.26. As show Fig.4. 

If we do the experiment with a group of more regular data, we can see that with the accuracy of the 
data error of 0.0001, the compress ratio is 0.9,which is also very high. Show as Fig.5. 

With the above data, if we make the comparison between wavelet transformation(WT) and Swing 
Door(SW) compressing in real-time data compress, we can get that the performance of compression 
is close. both of them are in the tolerance. The result is show as Fig.6. 

 
Fig.5 the compress ratio of regular data with the 

data error is 0.0001 

 
Fig.6 The comparison between wavelet 

transformation(WT) and Swing Door(SW) 
On the other hand, we applied the test of timeliness to wavelet transformation compressing, we can 

get the wavelet response to regular or irregular tests according to the timeline show as Fig.7. 
The relationship between data quantity and time of irregular exchange data show as Fig.8. 
The diagram above shows that with the data quantity between 56 and 16384, the consumption time 

of compressing or uncompressing is proportional to the quantity of data. Because we need to consider 
the appropriate tolerance, it will take more time of uncompressing than compressing, so no matter 
compress or uncompressing. The unit of time is millisecond. 
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Fig.7 The relationship between data quantity 

and time consumption of regular exchange data 

 
Fig.8 relationship between data quantity and 
time consumption of irregular exchange data 

Conclusion  
This paper proposed a power system real-time data compress method based on wavelet 

transformation. It verified by read data. With the result shows that this method is effective and correct. 
It is Wide application value in power system real-time data compress, because the compressing ratio 
is high, the loss of data is low and with the effect of noise reduction in raw data. Also, wavelet 
transformation data compress time consuming is small, when the value is smaller than 10000 points, 
the unit of time consuming is kept about millisecond, which is totally satisfied in the real-time 
processing of power system. This method can save the space for storing real-time data， and it can 
ensure the performance of data uncompressing. so it is convenient in the application of project, it can 
promote the intelligent power system to achieve a new era. 
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